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Across
3. Biff failed this subject.
5. Happy notices that Willy talks to_____.
9. When Biff visited his father in _____, Biff 

discovered that Willy was unfaithful.
10. Willy is _____ rather than given a new job.
11. Willy asks Charley for money in order to pay his 

_____.
13. The name of Willy’s boss
14. Linda is aware that Willy’s car accidents are 

attempts at _____.
16. But where are all the people he knew? Maybe 

they _____ him.” 
18. Linda first asks Willy if he ________ the car.
20. Linda reveals to her sons that one of Willy’s 

suicide attempts involved the _____ pipe.
22. Throughout the play, Willy has frequent scenes 

with a female character called “_____ _____.” (2 
words)

24. Willy frequently has dreams of traveling to this 
state.

25. Biff returned home in order to find a[n] _____.
26. In Act One, Happy compares dating women to 

this.
27. Willy believes he could be the best salesman in 

_____ _____. (2 words)

Down
1. Death of a Salesman depicts characters in 

search of the _____ _____. (2 words)
2. Willy’s older brother who found success in Africa
4. In the final scene of the play, Linda had just 

made the last payment on the _____.
5. Linda frequently tries to encourage Willy by 

calling him the “_____ man in the world.”
6. Willy’s brother originally traveled to Africa in 

order to search for their _____.
7. After being rejected by a former employer, 

_____ steals a pen from the office.
8. At the end of the play, Happy decides to become 

a[n] _____.
9. _____, Charley’s son, is much more successful 

than Willy’s is.
12. The final scene of the play takes place at Willy’s 

_____.
15. The two sons are named Biff and _____.
17. In high school, Biff played _____.
19. Willy’s neighbor who repeatedly offers him a job
20. When they return from the restaurant, Biff, 

Happy, and Linda find Willy in the _____.
21. Biff tells Happy about his dream of owning a[n] 

_____.
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Across
3. Biff failed this subject.

5. Happy notices that Willy talks to_____.

9. When Biff visited his father in _____, Biff discovered that Willy 
was unfaithful.

10. Willy is _____ rather than given a new job.

11. Willy asks Charley for money in order to pay his _____.

13. The name of Willy’s boss

14. Linda is aware that Willy’s car accidents are attempts at _____.

16. “But where are all the people he knew? Maybe they _____ him.”

18. Linda first asks Willy if he ________ the car.

20. Linda reveals to her sons that one of Willy’s suicide attempts 
involved the _____ pipe.

22. Throughout the play, Willy has frequent scenes with a female 
character called “_____ _____.” (2 words)

24. Willy frequently has dreams of traveling to this state.

25. Biff returned home in order to find a[n] _____.

26. In Act One, Happy compares dating women to this.

27. Willy believes he could be the best salesman in _____ _____.  
(2 words)

Down
1. Death of a Salesman depicts characters in search of the _____ 

_____. (2 words)

2. Willy’s older brother who found success in Africa

4. In the final scene of the play, Linda had just made the last  
payment on the _____.

5. Linda frequently tries to encourage Willy by calling him the 
“_____ man in the world.”

6. Willy’s brother originally traveled to Africa in order to search  
for their _____.

7. After being rejected by a former employer, _____ steals a pen 
from the office.

8. At the end of the play, Happy decides to become a[n] _____.

9. _____, Charley’s son, is much more successful than Willy’s is.

12. The final scene of the play takes place at Willy’s _____.

15. The two sons are named Biff and _____.

17. In high school, Biff played _____.

19. Willy’s neighbor who repeatedly offers him a job

20. When they return from the restaurant, Biff, Happy, and Linda 
find Willy in the _____.

21. Biff tells Happy about his dream of owning a[n] _____.

23. The name of the family featured in Death of a Salesman

Death of a Salesman
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Across
3. Biff failed this subject. [MATH] 
5. Happy notices that Willy talks to_____. 

[HIMSELF] 
9. When Biff visited his father in _____, Biff 

discovered that Willy was unfaithful. [BOSTON] 
10. Willy is _____ rather than given a new job. 

[FIRED] 
11. Willy asks Charley for money in order to pay his 

_____. [INSURANCE] 
13. The name of Willy’s boss [HOWARD] 
14. Linda is aware that Willy’s car accidents are 

attempts at _____. [SUICIDE] 
16. But where are all the people he knew? Maybe 

they _____ him.”  [BLAME] 
18. Linda first asks Willy if he ________ the car. 

[WRECKED] 
20. Linda reveals to her sons that one of Willy’s 

suicide attempts involved the _____ pipe. [GAS] 
22. Throughout the play, Willy has frequent scenes 

with a female character called “_____ _____.” (2 
words) [THEWOMAN] 

24. Willy frequently has dreams of traveling to this 
state. [ALASKA] 

25. Biff returned home in order to find a[n] _____. 
[JOB] 

Down
1. Death of a Salesman depicts characters in 

search of the _____ _____. (2 words) 
[AMERICANDREAM] 

2. Willy’s older brother who found success in Africa 
[BEN] 

4. In the final scene of the play, Linda had just 
made the last payment on the _____. [HOUSE] 

5. Linda frequently tries to encourage Willy by 
calling him the “_____ man in the 
world.” [HANDSOMEST] 

6. Willy’s brother originally traveled to Africa in 
order to search for their _____. [FATHER] 

7. After being rejected by a former employer, 
_____ steals a pen from the office. [BIFF] 

8. At the end of the play, Happy decides to become 
a[n] _____. [SALESMAN] 

9. _____, Charley’s son, is much more successful 
than Willy’s is. [BERNARD] 

12. The final scene of the play takes place at Willy’s 
_____. [FUNERAL] 

15. The two sons are named Biff and _____. 
[HAPPY] 

17. In high school, Biff played _____. [FOOTBALL] 
19. Willy’s neighbor who repeatedly offers him a job 
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Across

3. Biff failed this subject. [MATH]

5. Happy notices that Willy talks 
to_____. [HIMSELF]

9. When Biff visited his father in 
_____, Biff discovered that Willy 
was unfaithful. [BOSTON]

10. Willy is _____ rather than given  
a new job. [FIRED]

11. Willy asks Charley for money in 
order to pay his _____.  
[INSURANCE]

13. The name of Willy’s boss  
[HOWARD]

14. Linda is aware that Willy’s car 
accidents are attempts at _____. 
[SUICIDE]

16. “But where are all the people he 
knew? Maybe they _____ him.” 
[BLAME]

18. Linda first asks Willy if he 
________ the car. [WRECKED]

20. Linda reveals to her sons that 
one of Willy’s suicide attempts 
involved the _____ pipe. [GAS]

22. Throughout the play, Willy has 
frequent scenes with a female 
character called “_____ _____.” 
(2 words) [THEWOMAN]

24. Willy frequently has dreams of 
traveling to this state. [ALASKA]

25. Biff returned home in order to 
find a[n] _____. [JOB]

26. In Act One, Happy compares  
dating women to this. 
[BOWLING]

27. Willy believes he could be the 
best salesman in _____ _____.  
(2 words) [NEWYORK]

Down
1. Death of a Salesman depicts 

characters in search of the _____ 
_____. (2 words)  
[AMERICANDREAM]

2. Willy’s older brother who found 
success in Africa [BEN]

4. In the final scene of the play, 
Linda had just made the last 
payment on the _____. [HOUSE]

5. Linda frequently tries to 
encourage Willy by calling him 
the “_____ man in the world.” 
[HANDSOMEST]

6. Willy’s brother originally traveled 
to Africa in order to search for 
their _____. [FATHER]

7. After being rejected by a former 
employer, _____ steals a pen 
from the office. [BIFF]

8. At the end of the play, Happy 
decides to become a[n] _____. 
[SALESMAN]

9. _____, Charley’s son, is much 
more successful than Willy’s is. 
[BERNARD]

Death of a Salesman 

12. The final scene of the play takes place 
at Willy’s _____. [FUNERAL]

15. The two sons are named Biff and 
_____. [HAPPY]

17. In high school, Biff played _____. 
[FOOTBALL]

19.  Willy’s neighbor who repeatedly offers 
him a job [CHARLEY]

20. When they return from the restau-
rant, Biff, Happy, and Linda find 
Willy in the _____. [GARDEN]

21. Biff tells Happy about his dream of 
owning a[n] _____. [RANCH]

23. The name of the family featured in 
Death of a Salesman [LOMAN]


